Annotations

Psychological management of overdose in young people

More and more children take overdoses every year. Deliberate self poisoning is a very common medical emergency in the 12 to 18 years age group. Suicide is also becoming more prevalent among teenagers and is now the third commonest cause of death during these, usually healthy, years. What should be done by way of assessment, treatment, and prevention?

A working party of the Royal College of Psychiatrists has made sensible suggestions that include the opportunity for all children who deliberately injure themselves to get urgent psychiatric assessment and the offer of treatment. This opportunity is not, however, available everywhere. One of the obstacles to developing good services is a misplaced therapeutic nihilism which sees overdose as an impulsive response to minor stress, carried out by psychologically normal but emotionally self indulgent young people, who are using pills as a communication to others and are most unlikely to use psychiatric help. The view is dangerously incomplete. Several clinical studies of children and young adolescents who have deliberately poisoned themselves have reported a substantial subgroup with diagnosable psychiatric disorder. A comparison of schoolchildren who have taken overdoses with psychiatric outpatients matched for age, sex, social class, and place of residence has suggested that the former group are, if anything, more psychologically disturbed and more often meet operational criteria for depressive disorder. Those with evidence of longstanding psychological problems are particularly likely to poison themselves again, and in the highest risk group 50% attempt this within a year.

In short, overdose is the presentation of a wide range of types and severity of psychological problems. Psychological assessment needs to formulate the immediate risk to life, the longer term outlook for emotional adjustment, the presence of other sorts of risk, and the opportunities for treatment.

Risk to life

Most drug overdoses are not very dangerous. Studies of children who have killed themselves or who have injured themselves seriously have found both dissimilarities and similarities to more minor self poisoning. Boys are more likely than girls to kill or damage themselves; but girls outnumber boys by 5 to 1 in overdosing groups. Fatal suicides more commonly involve intelligent, tall children who have planned for death effectively. On the other hand, both fatal and minor kinds of self injury tend to be triggered by the same sorts of crisis—rows over discipline, family argument, or parental illness—which may seem trivial to an unsympathetic observer.

The predictors of lethality are still too non-specific to enable accurate discrimination. The best guide is probably the presence of a determined, mature attempt to end one's life. The extent of the danger is judged better by lethal intent and deliberate planning than by the physical damage actually caused. Much of the immediate physical hazard of an overdose depends simply upon what drugs happened to be in the bathroom cupboard at the time.

Kreitman's term 'parasuicide' is sometimes used to make the distinction between those who have deliberately attempted suicide, but been unsuccessful, and those 'parasuicide' cases who have taken tablets to excess with a non-lethal motive, such as a communication to relatives and friends who may well have done the same themselves. In children, however, the distinction between attempted suicide and parasuicide is blurred. Motives are often mixed. A substantial minority—those most psychologically disturbed—say clearly that they wished to die. Even they, however, have often formed the intention rapidly, and abandon it later. Other children have indeed been desperate but perceive their motive as the escape from a difficult situation. In any case, parasuicide and attempted suicide are behaviours, not diagnoses, and both describe very heterogeneous groups of children.

Emotional adjustment

Many children who poison themselves are so disturbed that they would still need treatment even if they had never tried to hurt themselves.
clinical picture varies. Sometimes it is depressive, with prolonged misery and self blame and loss of sleep and appetite.8 Antisocial conduct is also common,13 though not necessarily any more frequent than in other young people who have been presented for psychological help through more orthodox routes.8 School refusal is common in the histories of both fatal suicides10 and self injurious behaviour.6

Some children who have taken an overdose do not show any other psychiatric abnormality and may be reacting to stress in a way that is sanctioned by their subculture. This group is probably less likely to repeat the overdose in the short term.9 Whether they do so may depend upon the effects of the overdose upon other people. Their longer term outcome is not clear.

Otto’s long term, controlled follow up study has emphasised the risks for later psychological adjustment.5 Nearly 5% had died by their own hand at the time of follow up—most of them within two years of the original act—and survivors showed high rates of convictions, marital problems, and emigration.

Other risks

Clinicians should be aware of the strong association between deliberate self injury and major breakdowns of family relationships. This has impressed many of the observers who have described their patients.14 Psychiatric disorder and alcohol abuse are often encountered in close relatives.1 10 Lack of warmth and support at home are disproportionately common8 and have amounted to neglect or physical abuse in many instances.1 8 Many of the children have run away from home at least once.8 Sexual abuse has also been described by suicidal girls,15 but it is hard to know how common it is. For all these reasons, an assessment of the wider family and social context is as important as judgements about the patient’s mental state.

Opportunities for treatment

Because the problems giving rise to overdose are so various, no single scheme of treatment is likely to help everyone. Services need to be able to call upon several ways of working, and to experiment with new ways. On occasions crisis oriented, short term family therapy is called for—but sometimes this is impossible or pointless. Individual counselling for children can also help, especially for those who are most unhappy. Difficult care decisions may have to be taken as an emergency. Antidepressant medication is only rarely indicated, when an overtly and severely depressed child does not respond to attempts at psychological help. In those rare instances when drug treatment is given, drugs must of course be stored securely and administered by a responsible adult, if necessary through daily hospital attendance. Admission to an inpatient psychiatric unit should also be an uncommon treatment of late resort, either to try to prevent the actively suicidal from killing themselves or to enable a planned course of treatment that cannot be delivered in other ways. If lightly embarked on, hospital admission may encourage regression and the avoidance of stresses that ought to be mastered. Self help groups, cognitive therapy, and education about the effects of overdoses are experimental methods that deserve trial.

The absence of treatment trials is an embarrassment to the professions involved since the extension of effective treatment services will mean the provision or redeployment of resources, and the case will therefore have to be made with empirical support. When a new service is planned, the possibility of random allocation in the initial stages should be given serious consideration. Two separate kinds of trial are required: one, with immediate practical implications, is to evaluate existing ‘packages’ of treatment. The second is to compare specific therapies in particular subgroups: this latter type of trial might perhaps be deferred until research gives more precise indications of the mediators of outcome, and therefore more focussed targets for treatment.

The offer of treatment is much more than a ritual. Contrary to rumour, many children and families will attend for psychological treatment. Fifty six per cent did so in one series of unselected consecutive cases.8 Those with more severe psychiatric disorders were the most likely to attend. Good practice will ensure that the person making the assessment and offer of treatment will also carry it out, that treatment is offered in terms comprehensible to the child and family, and that there is little delay between assessment and treatment. Indeed, treatment starts with the very beginning of assessment and much can be done in the acute crisis of hospital admission.

It follows that good quality psychological management needs to call upon general hospital resources, and there remains a strong case for the admission of all those who have deliberately taken an overdose to a hospital ward. Discharge from the casualty department, with a later appointment to see an unnamed person in the psychiatric unit, is widespread but unlikely to help. It is also mistaken, because very many overdoses involve substances with psychotropic effects that can easily lead to the overlooking of abnormal mental states. The psycho-
logical assessment cannot be done responsibly until the patient is no longer intoxicated, which may mean prolonging time spent in the ward, but is unavoidable.

Local circumstances differ, but there is much to be said for allowing one ward to develop a particular expertise. This could help to counteract the anger often expressed by health professionals to youngsters who are perceived as the agents rather than the victims of their own suffering. In adult medicine there is a move for physicians rather than psychiatrists to undertake the urgent mental assessment.16

For children and their families, however, the specifically medical aspects of management are limited: neither medication nor inpatient treatment are usually indicated. It makes better sense that the assessor should be the therapist too, and that members of child psychiatric teams (not necessarily medically trained) should accordingly be available to the wards at short notice.

The prevention of overdoses needs priority, and has not had it. The commonest source of the drugs or poisons used is the family store of medicines. Campaigns to stop the hoarding of dangerous substances should be tried and assessed. Indeed, secondary prevention after an overdose could well involve a home visit to reduce future access to danger.

Many of those taking overdoses (50% in one series)7 have visited their family doctor in the weeks before their act. In theory, this might allow for early detection of a suicidal frame of mind. In practice, the decision to poison oneself, like other decisions made in childhood, is often taken and acted on precipitately. The provision of preventive counselling services should not be confined only to those who say they are suicidal. Development of services could therefore be through informal and easy access resources, such as school counsellors or advisors available by telephone.

If culturally determined attitudes make some children more likely to take overdoses, then education could, in principle, have a most important role. The very first step should be to understand the current attitudes of children and adolescents towards overdose as a response to life stress. Research in this subject should be commissioned now. It is likely to lead on to formulations of what needs to change.
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